[Rehabilitation following amputation].
Rehabilitation after amputations is a complex interdisciplinary task which depends on numerous factors: the reason for and the level of the amputation, the quality of the stump and the limb fitting, the patient's general mental and physical state, and particularly his and his family's motivation. Strictly speaking, the normal functions can never be fully restored, even with the help of the most up-to-date techniques and rehabilitation facilities. For optimal results, full coordinated use should be made of the available methods of diagnosis and treatment. The course of rehabilitation is determined from the outset by the level of the amputation and the surgical technique. Emphasis is put on stump treatment, limb fitting, and training of the amputee, with or without a prosthetic replacement. Technical aids also are extensively used in the rehabilitation of amputees and includes various items for performing daily activities, from the workplace to the wheel chair. Even when fully equipped, a small number of amputees still remain permanently dependent on others.